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ABSTRACT: This paper had been inspired by technological problems on spiral bevel gears at 
MAAG-Gears Elblag (Poland), which produce power gears unit (for ex. 200 KW and more). MAAG 
Gears Elblag has two big milling machine for spiral bevel gear: 5A284 (Saratow) and Gleason No. 
655. Both machines work in the Gleason technology. Technical status ofthose machine do not allow
to manufacture the gears in 8 and 7 class of accuracy, which is obligatory needed to correct work of
gear boxes. The spiral bevel gears in those classes are produced in cooperation with Klingelnberg
(Germany). This situation much more exP.and delivery and production cycle tirne. Production cycle is
possible to make shorter by separation of the rough operation of cutting teeth in Elblag ( Gleason
system) and finish operation in Klingelnberg (Germány). This paper will be the tria! of the
connecting two different technologes: Gleason system as rough operation and Klingelnberg system as
a finish operation.
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I. INTRODUCŤION
The research works of Spira! Bevel Technology Group (SBTG) concentrate on design and 
technology of spiral and hypoid bevel gears. Computer program KONTEPS, as developed by SBTG, 
is the base of computerized integration of design and manufacturing of spiral bevel and hypoid gears. 
KONTEPS includes design (geometrical, cutter head and blades, and stress analysis calculations) and 
technological calculations (base technology and machine set up ). This program was written for 
Gleason, Oerlikon and Klingelnberg system for generated and formate gears. Calculations include 
spiral bevel gears, hypoid bevel gears and straíght gears. Calculations executed in KONTEPS are the 
base for cutting simulation and the 3D models are generated in CAD/CAM/CAE environment (for 
example Unigraphics, Catia) [I], [2], [3]. The 3D surface or solid models are used to tooth contact 
analysis and in this case, for comparison of two different models: one Klingelnberg gear model and 
second Gleason gear model. This comparison allows to analyse both models from technological 
point of view, tak1ng into consideration the possibility of linking operations_ rough and finish or 
inversely. ln this case the special application (in Unigraphic environment written in Grip language) 
connected with KONTEPS has allowed to compare models and draw the conclusions conceming the 
cutter radiuses which had been engaged to cutting operation in Klingelnberg and Gleason systems. 
2. COMPARISON OF GLEASON AND KLINGELNBERG SYSTEMS
The Gleason system characterizes single indexing method, tapered tooth depth and spiral tooth 
line as an effect of using face cutter head with outside and inside blades situated on constant radiuses. 
Generally, Gleason gears has tapered tooth but is possi�le to obtain by tilted root line method 
equidepth teeth (Fig. 1 ). This type of teeth is used in piece and low-volume production because the 
correction pressure angle is equal zero. It means, that the gears haven't any bias changes. Design of 
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